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MBD5-associated neurodevelopmental disorder (MAND) is an umbrella term that describes a group of disorders, 2q23.1 deletion

syndrome, 2q23.1 duplication syndrome, and MBD5 variants, that affect the function of methyl-binding domain 5 (MBD5) and
share a common set of neurodevelopmental, cognitive, and behavioral impairments. This review provides a comprehensive

clinical and molecular synopsis of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. Approaches to diagnosis, genetic counseling, and up-to-date

management are summarized, followed by a discussion of the molecular and functional role of MBD5. Finally, we also include

a brief summary of MBD5 variants that affect function of MBD5 and 2q23.1 duplication syndrome.
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INTRODUCTION

In the peak of genome-wide screening of individuals with intellectual
disability (ID) using array comparative genomic hybridization (array-
CGH), numerous novel chromosomal imbalances were identified.
This genotype-first approach allowed for the identification of 2q23.1
deletions in patients with ‘pseudo-Angelman’ phenotypes1 and 2q23.1
duplications in patients with ASD-like phenotypes. Altered expression
of MBD5 is the underlying etiology of these two disorders. Haploin-
sufficiency of MBD5 is responsible for the majority of the phenotypes
present in 2q23.1 deletion syndrome, whereas overexpression of
MBD5 leads to features of 2q23.1 duplication syndrome. Shadowing
the arrival of array-CGH, the advent of genome-wide high-throughput
sequencing of ID and ASD cohorts led to the identification of patients
with pathogenic variants in MBD5.2 Phenotypes among patients with
pathogenic variants, deletions, or duplications of MBD5 were notice-
ably similar,3 and accordingly, an umbrella term was coined, MBD5-
associated neurodevelopmental disorder (MAND), to describe a group
of disorders that have copy number variations methyl-binding domain

5 gene (MBD5) or sequence variants that affect function ofMBD5 and
share a common set of clinical features. Over the years, there have
been significant studies on the clinical phenotypes of 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome, yet the clinical phenotype for 2q23.1 duplication syndrome
and MBD5 variant cases have yet to be thoroughly delineated. Further,
the pathogenic consequences of haploinsufficiency ofMBD5 have been
extensively studied. Thus, the following review will depict our current
understanding of the clinical and molecular aspects of 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome. Finally, we discuss approach to diagnosis, genetic counsel-
ing, up-to-date management, and the role of MBD5 in 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome.

CLINICAL OVERVIEW OF 2q23.1 DELETION SYNDROME

2q23.1 deletion syndrome is a neurodevelopmental disorder that
comprises ID, motor delay, severe speech impairment, seizures, sleep
disturbances, autistic behaviors, and microcephaly with subtle minor
dysmorphic features.1,2,4,5 See Table 1 for the most prevalent features
of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome.

In Brief

� MBD5-associated neurodevelopmental disorder (MAND)
includes deletion, duplication, and mutation of MBD5 (MRD1;
OMIM 156200).

� 2q23.1 deletion syndrome is a dominant disorder characterized
by intellectual disability, motor delay, severe speech impairment,
seizures, and autism spectrum disorder.

� The behavioral phenotype includes sleep disturbance, stereotypic
repetitive behaviors, and short attention span.

� 2q23.1 deletion syndrome is caused by haploinsufficiency of
MBD5 resulting from a deletion of the 2q23.1 chromosomal
region in which MBD5 is located.

� Individuals with pathogenic variants in MBD5 have a
similar but typically milder 2q23.1 deletion syndrome-like
phenotype.

� Individuals with 2q23.1 duplication that include MBD5 have a
phenotype similar to individuals with 2q23.1 deletion.

� Management is symptomatic: treatment of seizures, sleep dis-
turbance, and behaviors through pharmacological, diet, or other
intervention strategies.

� MBD5 is a dosage-sensitive gene.
� MBD5 functions in transcriptional regulation.
� Common pathways are shared between MBD5 and other
syndromic ASD-associated genes.
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Developmental delays
Developmental delays in 2q23.1 deletion syndrome are evident in all
patients within the first year of life and include motor (gross and fine),
language (receptive and expressive), and social skills. Motor delays
with poor coordination and broad-based/ataxic gait are seen in over
70% of individuals,2,5,6 with the average age of walking 2–3 years of
age.2,6 Language development is severely impaired in individuals with
2q23.1 deletion syndrome. Most reported pediatric cases either lack
speech entirely2 or have single words (2–3 word phrases),5,7 and a few
individuals speak 2–6 sentences.5,6 Because of the limited speech and
the broad-based ataxic gait, Angelman syndrome (AS) (MIM #105830)
was considered in the diagnostic differential for some individuals who
were eventually diagnosed with 2q23.1 deletions.5

Seizures
Seizures occur in more than 80% of children with 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome.2,6 Onset of seizures usually starts around 2 years of
age.1,2,4–11 Seizures have not been well characterized in this popula-
tion; however, most individuals exhibit only one seizure type, of which
absence spells, generalized tonic-clonic, atonic, sleep-related, and
startle-induced atonic seizures have been described.1,2,4–10 A recent
genomic copy number variant analysis implicated 2q23.1 deletions in
Chinese children with infantile spasms.6 For the few cases reporting
imaging studies, EEG patterns were non-specific, though a few patients
were reported to have focal spikes and spike-wave complexes.2,5,6

Sleep disturbances
Individuals with 2q23.1 deletion have sleep disturbances that are
similar to those observed in Smith–Magenis syndrome (SMS)
(MIM# 182290), AS, and fragile X syndrome (FXS) (MIM# 300624),
supporting the approach to the diagnostic differential for many of the
initial cases reported.2,5 Sleep disturbances are present in about 80% of
the children with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome6 and include waking 6–8
times per night, apparent night terrors in the early part of sleep, and
waking in the early hours of the morning.1–8,10 In a recent study of the
characterization of the sleep problems in the 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome population,12 a substantial portion of the children with

2q23.1 deletion did not sleep well at night and thus, had excessive
daytime sleepiness likely due to poor and inconsistent sleep.12 Parents
used interventions to ensure proper sleep for their children, including
regular naps, containment (enclosed beds, locked doors) to prevent
their child from wandering at night, and medications to promote
sleep, such as melatonin.12

Other behaviors
The behavioral features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome are very similar
to other syndromic autism spectrum disorders. In infancy, hypotonia
contributes to feeding difficulties for over 90% of the 2q23.1
population.2,6 Short attention span and autistic-like behaviors, includ-
ing gaze avoidance, inattention, and repetitive behaviors, are reported
in more than 80% of individuals.13 Stereotypic and repetitive
behaviors consisting of repetitive hand movements, teeth grinding,
and the chewing of hands and are prevalent in 480% of the 2q23.1
deletion patients.2,6 The stereotypic hand movements in many of these
patients led to the initial suspicion of Rett syndrome (RTT) (MIM#
312750).5 Self-injury and aggression are seen in greater than 60% of
the 2q23.1 deletion patients,2,6 which, when coupled with sleep
disturbance, led clinicians to consider SMS in the initial diagnostic
assessment.2 Other behaviors mentioned in ~ 9% of reported patients
are anxiety, hyperactivity, inappropriate happy demeanor, and social
withdrawal.2,6

Craniofacial and skeletal anomalies and other features
The majority of individuals with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome have mild
craniofacial defects, but the anomalies are not uniform across the
population (Figure 1). Reported facial features include broad forehead,
structural nasal abnormalities (short nose and depressed or broad nasal
bridge), outer ear abnormalities (simple protruding ear lobes), thick/
arched eyebrows, downturned mouth corners, everted lower lip, tented
upper lip, and thin upper lip.2,6 Skeletal abnormalities are also not
consistently seen in persons with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. Although
reports of hand and foot anomalies exist, the type of anomalies are
wide ranging and not uniform and include small hands and feet
(~75.0%), fifth finger clinodactyly (~70%), generalized brachydactyly

Table 1 Clinical features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome

Consistent (Z80%) Frequent (Z50%) Occasional (r50%)

Developmental delaya,b Ataxia/unusual gait Anxiety

Intellectual disabilitya,b Postnatal growth retardation Hand flapping

Infantile feeding difficulties Self-injurious behaviors, including skin and eye picking Hyperactivity

Hypotonia/abnormal muscle tonea Aggression/temper tantrums Inappropriate happy demeanor

Motor delaya,b Hyperphagia Hirsutism

Seizuresb Growth retardation Brachycephaly

Speech impairmenta,b Obesity Synophrys

Autistic-like behaviorsa,b Broad forehead Hypotelorisma

Stereotypic repetitive behaviorb Thick/arched eyebrows Midface retrusion (hypoplasia)

Distractibility/short attention span Eye abnormalitiesa Widely spaced teetha

Sleep disturbancesa Vermillion, thin upper lipa Large tongue, macroglossia

Short stature Vermillion, tented upper lip Brachydactyly

Microcephaly Downturned corners of the mouth Short fifth digit of hands/feeta

Nasal abnormalitiesa Dental abnormalitiesa Sandal gapa

Outer ear abnormalitiesa Cardiovascular abnormalities

Wide moutha Joint laxity

Open mouth Scoliosis

Constipation

aFeatures seen in 2q23.1 duplication cases.
bFeatures seen in pathogenic variants in MBD5.
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(40.9%), short fifth digit of hands and feet (40%), and sandal gap
(~33%).2,6 Other skeletal abnormalities that are mentioned in at least
two patients each are hip dysplasia, joint laxity, and scoliosis.2,6

A variety of other minor anomalies have been reported, including
constipation in 480% of the 2q23.1 deletion population.2,6 About
11% of children with 2q23.1 deletion have cardiovascular abnormal-
ities that consist of atrial septal defect, ventricular septal defect, and
pulmonary stenosis.2,6

MOLECULAR AND GENETIC BASIS OF 2q23.1 DELETION

SYNDROME

2q23.1 deletion region
Typically in de novo deletion syndromes, haploinsufficiency of genes
within the smallest region of overlap across deletion cases is
considered causative of the phenotype.10 In the earliest published
studies of 2q23.1 deletions, the common deletion region was found to
involve two genes, MBD5 and EPC2 (see Figure 2, blue boxes).1,2,6,14

One of these cases, 29195, showed a 200-kb deletion in 2q23.1 of only
the MBD5 gene (see Figure 2, red box), which led to postulations that
MBD5 could be the causative gene for this syndrome.15 A larger study
by Talkowski et al.2 supported this hypothesis when the analysis of
different-sized 2q23.1 deletions of 65 subjects revealed deletions of
2q23.1 ranging from small deletions of 38 kb to 419Mb and two
translocations within MBD5. Interestingly, there were no common
deletion breakpoints among all 2q23.1 deletions evaluated in this or
other studies, suggesting that 2q23.1 deletions most likely do not occur
through low-copy-repeat-mediated nonallelic homologous recombi-
nation, as do deletion syndromes that show recurrent deletions.16,17

It has been suggested that 2q23.1 deletions could be deletion
mediated by recently delineated genomic rearrangement mechanism
Fork Stalling and Template Switching (FoSTeS)/microhomology-
mediated break-induced replication (MMBIR).9

Upon aligning the 65 deletion regions, the study found that the
smallest region of overlap (SRO) was defined to one gene, MBD5.2

Figure 1 Craniofacial features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. Individuals with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome exhibit a broad forehead, bulbous nasal tip, thin upper
lip, open mouth, and simple protruding ear lobes. (a) 12-month-old female. (b) 1 year 7-month-old male. (c) 2 year 2-month-old male. (d) 20-year-old male.

Figure 2 Delineation of the critical region for 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. Schematic representation of MBD5 containing deletions previously reported in the
literature. Boxes represent the minimum size of the deletions and the horizontal lines extend through gaps in coverage to show the maximum deletion sizes.
Single asterisks indicate cases known to be de novo. Blue boxes represent the earlier published cases1,8 of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome before the study by
Talkowski et al.2 Red box represents the first reported 2q23.1 deletion case that had only MBD5 deleted.15 Green boxes represent MBD5-specific deletions
published in Talkowski et al.2 The two vertical black lines show the location of MBD5 and the smallest region of overlap between the deletions.
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No other genes were included in the SRO or were present in deletions
that did not also involve MBD5. Patients presented with various
deletions of MBD5, including 5ʹ-noncoding exons (Figure 2, green
boxes), coding exon deletion (Figure 2, green boxes), and large 2q23.1
deletions involving other genes (Figure 2).2 In addition, MBD5 mRNA
expression levels for these various deletions were significantly reduced
(22.5–55.4%; Po0.0001), further supporting haploinsufficiency of
MBD5 as the causative mechanism behind the syndrome.2

Structure of the MBD5 gene
MBD5 has two known isoforms, 1 (UniProtKB ID # Q9P267-1) and 2
(UniProtKB ID # Q9P267-2).18 Isoform 1 is the longer primary
isoform and has 1448 amino acids encoded by exons 6–15
(Figure 3a).18 The protein has two conserved domains, a MBD and
a proline-tryptophan-tryptophan-proline (PWWP) domain, both of
which may be found in chromatin-associated proteins (Figure 3b).
Isoform 2 is encoded by exons 6–9, with intron 9 being retained
(Figure 3c), resulting in a protein of 851 amino acids that does not
contain the PWWP domain (Figure 3d). Isoforms 1 and 2 share
amino acids 1–841 in common.18 Expression studies showed that
isoform 1 is expressed in all tissues but highly expressed in brain and
testis, while isoform 2 is expressed in all tissues but highly expressed in
brain and ovaries.18

MBD5 variants
MBD5-specific variants have been identified in a cohort of autism
cases that also exhibit the phenotype of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome,
including ID, severe speech impairment, seizures, and autistic-like
behavioral problems (see Supplementary Table 1 for list of published
MBD5 variants likely to affect function, GenBank accession numbers:
NM_018328.4, and NP_060798.2).2,7,15,19–22 Variants were submitted
to http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/?term=MBD5[gene]). The
identification of mutations in MBD5 in individuals with significantly
overlapping features verified that MBD5 was the critical gene
responsible for the core features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. In a
survey of MBD5 coding variations among 747 ASD subjects compared
with 2043 non-ASD subjects analyzed by whole-exome sequencing, six

ASD patients had inherited heterozygous missense variants in
MBD5, c.236G4A p.(Gly79Glu) (P= 0.012) and c.3143C4T
p.(Thr1048Ile),2 that were absent in controls, supporting that MBD5
variants contribute to ASD risk. In another comparable study of 287
patients with ASD, 32 changes were identified in MBD5 further
supporting the significant role of MBD5 in the genetic etiology of
autism.20 In a more recent study, Sanger sequencing of 78 subjects
with a phenotype similar to 2q23.1 deletion syndrome found a
nonsense variant, c.440C4G p.(Ser147*), in one patient.7 In the
latest study, an analysis of 41 patients with moderate to severe ID
identified a patient with an MBD5 variant, c.340_347del p.(Lys114-
Glyfs*35).19 Patients with MBD5 variants described here all exhibited
developmental delay, motor delay, language impairment, behavioral
impairment, and autistic-like behavioral problems, such as repetitive
behaviors and social impairments, and seizures (Table 1). These
features are present in all 2q23.1 deletion syndrome patients. However,
patients with MBD5 variants have not yet been reported to exhibit any
of the other frequent or occasional features prevalent in 2q23.1
deletion syndrome (see Table 1). This may be due to the fact that
most mutation cases have been identified in larger cohorts where
phenotypic characterization is less detailed. Whether the degree of
severity observed in patients withMBD5 variants is comparable to that
of 2q23.1 deletion cases still needs to be further investigated. Further,
functional studies on some of these MBD5 variants (Supplementary
Table) should occur to see if these variants affect the function of
MBD5, and further clinical investigation is necessary to more fully
understand the phenotypic spectrum associated with MBD5 variants.

GENOTYPE–PHENOTYPE CORRELATION OF 2q23.1 DELETION

SYNDROME

Studies have shown that haploinsufficiency of MBD5 significantly
impacts gene regulation in pathways associated with phenotypes
typically observed in 2q23.1 deletions. In Talkowski et al.,2 ~ 84% of
phenotypic features evaluated were consistently observed in both
MBD5-specific deletion and 2q23.1 deletion cases, suggesting that the
overall syndrome phenotype is primarily due to MBD5 haploinsuffi-
ciency.2 Developmental delay, motor delay, language impairment,

Figure 3 MBD5 gene and protein isoforms. (a) Coding exons of human MBD5 (exons 6–15) are shown in red. Translation of these exons yields protein
isoform 1. (b) Protein isoform 1 is composed of a conserved MBD, a proline-rich segment (P-rich), a PWWP domain, and putative nuclear localization signals
(NLS). (c) Coding exons of MBD5 (6–9) are shown in red. Translation of these exons yields protein isoform 2. (d) Protein isoform 2 is composed of a
conserved MBD domain, a proline-rich segment (P-rich), and putative NLS.
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seizures, behavioral problems, several craniofacial manifestations, and
constipation were present in all or a majority of MBD5-specific
disruptions and 2q23.1 deletions involving MBD5, supporting a
significant role for MBD5 in these features.2

The core features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome have been primarily
attributed to MBD5 dosage. However, three genes (ORC4, KIF5C, and
EPC2) just outside of the SRO could contribute to the phenotypic
spectrum observed in 2q23.1 deletion subjects. Based on literature
findings and predicted function, ORC4, KIF5C, and/or EPC2 could
contribute to features such as microcephaly or other neurobehavioral
phenotypes (Table 2 and Figure 2). Overall, while genes in the deletion
region could modify and contribute to the variability of the phenotype,
the core phenotype can be safely attributed to haploinsufficiency of
MBD5.

DIAGNOSIS AND TESTING

Due to the significant similarity of phenotypic features observed in
2q23.1 deletion syndrome to other neurodevelopmental syndromes, such
as AS, SMS, RTT, FXS, Kleefstra (MIM# 610253), and Pitt–Hopkins
(MIM# 610954) syndromes, a clinical diagnosis or targeted testing based
solely on phenotype is difficult. These disorders all share the core
neurodevelopmental and behavioral characteristics of 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome including ID, developmental delay, speech delay, motor delay,
hypotonia, sleep disturbances, seizures, and autistic-like behavioral
problems. An array-CGH confirms the diagnosis of 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome in most cases (~90%). Thus, standard care that includes an
array-CGH as an initial evaluation of developmental delays, will identify
most 2q23.1 deletions. However, if this test proves negative, targeted gene
sequencing with autism gene panels or whole-exome sequencing to
identifyMBD5 variants or other genes involved in pathways crucial to the
phenotypes exhibited by the patient is the next step.

GENETIC COUNSELING AND MANAGEMENT

Genetic counseling
2q23.1 deletion syndrome is a dominant disorder caused by altered
functional gene dosage of MBD5. Haploinsufficiency of MBD5
resulting from a deletion of the 2q23.1 chromosomal region in which
MBD5 is located or a variant that affects function of MBD5 can lead to
features listed in Table 1. Most individuals with 2q23.1 deletion
syndrome have a de novo deleterious change in MBD5. However, in
some cases, probands have inherited the variant from a parent in an
autosomal dominant manner, suggesting incomplete penetrance
and/or variable expressivity may be associated with this condition.2,6

For the most accurate assessment of recurrence risk and proper
counseling for the family, parental testing is recommended. If a parent
carries the variant, the risk to offspring in any pregnancy is 50%;
however, when parental karyotypes or MBD5 sequencing (as appro-
priate) are normal, the recurrence risk for future pregnancies is
reduced to the general population risk. Gonadal mosaicism, while not

yet reported for MBD5 deletions, is a possibility and should be
communicated to the families.23 Although the theoretical risk for
recurrence in sibs of a proband is very low, several multi-generation
families exist.2,6 Prenatal diagnosis through CMA for pregnancies at
increased risk can be done if the genetic diagnosis has been established
in a previously affected family member.
Predicting the severity associated with variants that exhibit reduced

penetrance, whether a MBD5 variant or small 2q23.1 deletion, is
difficult; however, these variants are associated with an increased risk
for ASD.2,7,20,24 Further, the 2q23.1 genomic region may have an
important role in the predisposition for autism. Three studies,
Talkowski et al.,2 Bonnet et al.,7 and Cukier et al.20 found MBD5
variants in children that were inherited from an apparently healthy
parent.2,7 Whether these inherited mutations contribute to the
phenotype of the patient despite the inheritance from apparently
healthy parent, requires future studies. Thus, it could be likely that
while the proband shows evidence of ASD and the classic phenotypes
of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome, the apparently healthy family members
who have the same mutation could have a milder form of autism or it
is possible that other genetic variants in the family are modifying the
phenotypes. Thus, counseling the parent is highly necessary as well.
However, more studies are required to more fully understand the
phenotypic consequences of inherited MBD5 variants and to confirm
variants are not rare polymorphisms that have no effect on protein
function.

Management
A multidisciplinary approach is required to target the individual
features and specific deficits identified in this syndrome. Care by
specialists in the following fields is necessary: medical genetics, speech
and language therapy, occupational and physical therapy, child
development, neurology, nutrition/feeding, and ophthalmology.
Infants would benefit from enrollment in an early intervention
program. Routine management is necessary for seizures, language
impairments, sleep disturbances, and constipation. School-age
children will benefit from an individualized educational program.
Speech therapy to include nonverbal methods of communication,
including sign language and computer-assisted technologies, should be
introduced early and developed as a way for communication given the
poor or absent speech in most individuals with this disorder. Ongoing
routine care and surveillance is recommended. Periodic reevaluation
by a medical geneticist to provide new recommendations and
information regarding 2q23.1 deletion syndrome should be scheduled.
Further, periodic neurodevelopmental, developmental, and behavioral
pediatric evaluation to assist in the management of cognitive and
behavioral problems is recommended. Parent support groups such as
the 2q23.1 MDS support group (https://www.facebook.com/2q23.1) or
(www.2q23.org) offer tremendous practical day-to-day support to families.

Table 2 Other genes associated with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome

Gene OMIM Cytogenetic location Functiona

ORC4 *603056 2q22.3-q23.1 Initiation of DNA replication in eukaryotic cells; mutations cause the recessive disorder, Meier–Gorlin syndrome,

with severe short stature and microcephaly

EPC2 *611000 2q23.1 Component of an essential chromatin regulatory complex; role in transcription and DNA repair; association with

Alzheimer disease; critical co-factors in acute myeloid leukemia

KIF5C *604593 2q23.1 Role in brain functioning, development, survival, and plasticity by regulating the transport of cargo along microtubules

within axons, dendrites, and synapses; mutations cause malformations of cortical development and microcephaly

aFunctions summarized from Gene and Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) from NCBI.
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Pharmacological and dietary approaches may help in alleviating co-
morbidities associated with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome, including sleep
disturbance, seizures, and behavioral problems. Many parents reported
using daily pharmacologics such as melatonin, clonidine, and traza-
done to cope with the sleep disturbances.12 Anticonvulsant medica-
tions such as valproate, clonazepam, zonisamide, and clobazam are
used to treat the seizures and appear to be effective in reducing the
incidence of seizures.1,2,4–10 Some 2q23.1 deletion syndrome case
reports suggest that modified diets, such as gluten-free and dairy-free,
could help with behavioral problems in children, and a dietary trial is
an option to determine any positive response.2,4–6 A lack of response
to diet change would support a return to normal diet. In addition,
some children are on a high-fat, low-carbohydrate ketogenic diet to
moderate seizures; however, additional studies are required to fully
inform this treatment recommendation,2,5,6 and this diet should be
given under supervision of a registered dietitian and physician because
this diet can lead to poor growth and poor weight gain. Overall, there
are still not enough data to fully evaluate potential effects of diet on
behavior or seizures.

PHENOTYPE AND GENOTYPE CHARACTERIZATION OF 2q23.1

DUPLICATION SYNDROME

MAND includes 2q23.1 duplication
The establishment of 2q23.1 deletions as a neurodevelopmental
disorder led to investigation of duplications in this region. About 40
cases of 2q23.1 microduplications have been documented.3 The
duplications range from 68 kb to 53.7 Mb, encompassing a region
that includes MBD5.3 These duplications are nonrecurrent but mirror
the regions impacted in 2q23.1 deletions. Upon alignment of the
2q23.1 duplications, the smallest region of overlap was defined to one

gene, MBD5, common to all duplications. In addition, MBD5 mRNA
expression levels for these various duplications were significantly
elevated (1.5–1.7-fold increase; Po0.0001).3 However, it has not yet
been determined whether small duplications disrupting part or all of
MBD5 could lead to elevated expression levels. The phenotype of
2q23.1 duplication still needs to be refined; however, most individuals
are indistinguishable from persons with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome.
The clinical features that are shared between 2q23.1 duplication and
2q23.1 deletion patients are ID, developmental delay, motor delay,
severe language impairment, infantile hypotonia, sleep disturbances,
behavioral problems, and autistic-like features (Table 1). The follow-
ing phenotypes present in 2q23.1 deletion cases: postnatal growth
retardation, microcephaly, open mouth, small hands and feet,
cardiovascular abnormalities, and constipation, were not noted in
2q23.1 duplication cases (Table 1).

STATUS OF RESEARCH IN MAND

MBD5 is a dosage-sensitive gene
2q23.1 deletion syndrome and 2q23.1 duplication syndrome are
associated with reciprocal deletions and duplications within chromo-
some region 2q23.1, with altered dosage of MBD5 leading to the core
phenotypes (developmental delay, motor delay, language impairment,
behavioral problems, and autistic-like symptoms) of both disorders
(Figure 4).3 In Mullegama et al.,12 comparison of MBD5 pathogenic
variants, and MBD5 deletions show that the core features of 2q23.1
deletion syndrome are seen in patients with MBD5 mutations and
2q23.1 duplication syndrome suggesting that MBD5 is a dosage
sensitive gene.3 Thus, it was suggested that MBD5 and chromosome
2q23.1 should be added to an expanding list of dosage-sensitive
genomic regions that result in reciprocal deletion and duplication of

Figure 4 MBD5 is a dosage-sensitive gene. (a) When chromosomal region 2q23.1 is altered due to either genomic imbalance or disruption due to
translocation, manifestation of either 2q23.1 deletion syndrome or 2q23.1 duplication syndrome arises. (b) MBD5 mRNA expression analysis can assess the
impact of a genomic abnormality on this dosage-sensitive gene. MBD5 duplication typically impacts mRNA expression, leading to increased levels ranging
from 1.50- to 1.80-fold over normal levels, while an MBD5 deletion or disruption typically reduces mRNA expression to ~0.5-fold of normal (ranging from
0.65- to 0.20-fold). (c) The core phenotypes present in both deletion and duplication syndromes are similar and include ID, seizures (less prevalent in the
duplication syndrome), developmental delays, and autism spectrum disorder.
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neurodevelopmental syndromes.3 Studies show that MBD5 mRNA
expression levels in lymphocytes from individuals with 2q23.1 dele-
tions ranged from approximately 0.22- to 0.59-fold of normal2

(Figure 4b). In addition, MBD5 mRNA expression levels were
approximately 1.52–1.83-fold across all 2q23.1 duplications3

(Figure 4b). The phenotypes associated with a deletion or duplication
of MBD5 combined with the gene expression changes observed
support MBD5 as a dosage-sensitive gene, and thus, proper dosage
of this gene is vital for normal neurodevelopment. Overall, a tight
balance is required for MBD5 dosage.

Mbd5 mouse models recapitulate 2q23.1 deletion syndrome
Mouse models have been effective tools to understand the pathogen-
esis of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome and will be the key tools in future to
aid in designing therapeutic strategies. Several different models alter or
abolish Mbd5 expression in mice and include an Mbd5 knockout
(Mbd5−/−),25 a brain-specific Mbd5 conditional knockout (Mbd5f/− ,
NestinCre),25 and a heterozygous hypomorph (Mbd5+/GT)26 (Table 3).
The mouse models and more specifically, the Mbd5+/GT, nicely
recapitulate aspects of the human condition25,26 but also reveal
findings that could help lead toward better understanding of the
disorder and of MBD5 function. The Mbd5−/− mice exhibit early
postnatal lethality,25 which necessitated the creation of a Mbd5
hypomorphic mouse, Mbd5+/GT, which was viable. The Mbd5+/GT

mice exhibited behavioral abnormalities with neuronal function
deficits, consistent with the 2q23.1 deletion syndrome human
phenotype. Mbd5+/GT mice are smaller than WT, have an abnormal
nasal bone development, and exhibit motor coordination impairment,
which are present in children with 2q23.1 deletion syndrome. In
addition, supporting the theory that MBD5 has a role in autism and
ID, Mbd5+/GT mice exhibited abnormal social behaviors and clear
indication of learning deficits and memory impairment (Table 3).26

Overall, more detailed phenotyping of these mice to determine if they
exhibit seizures and circadian deficits would be beneficial. Further,
Mbd5 transgenic mice overexpressing Mbd5 have yet to be described
and would provide yet another model of the human condition.

MBD5 functions in transcriptional regulation
Prior to the identification of MBD5 as the causative gene for 2q23.1
deletion syndrome, little was known about MBD5. MBD5 belongs to
the family of the methyl-CpG-binding domain (MBD) family of

proteins, which includes MBD1-6 and MeCP2, the causative gene for
Rett syndrome. The MBD family members have key roles in regulating
gene transcription. Most members participate in chromatin remodel-
ing and are known to mediate gene silencing through their MBD
motifs.27 In an alignment of MBD family MBD regions, the MBD5
MBD has two major differences: a deletion of nine amino acids in the
first third of the MBD and an insertion of six amino acids in the last
third of the domain.18 Thus, a logical question to ask is whether or not
MBD5 acts like MeCP2 and other MBD family members. Camarena
et al.26 showed through immunocytochemistry experiments that
MBD5 localizes to non-heterochromatin regions of the nucleus, which
suggests that MBD5 acts as a transcriptional activator. Tao et al.27

suggested a connection between Mbd5 and the histone acetyltransfer-
ase, Kat2a, which is linked to memory formation and metabolism.27,28

Kat2a is known to control glucose metabolism through transcriptional
repression of Ppargcla,29 and Mbd5−/− mice have shown perturbed
glucose homeostasis and heightened insulin sensitivity.27 In conclu-
sion, further investigation to determine if MBD5 works directly/

Table 3 Mbd5 mouse models display features of 2q23.1 deletion syndrome

Mbd5 KO (Mbd5−/−)a,b
Mbd5 BKOc

(Mbd5f/-, Nestin-Cre)a
Mbd5 hypomorph

(Mbd5GT/GT)d Mbd5 hypomorph (Mbd5+/GT)d

Phenotypes Severe growth retardation

Died before weaning

No weight gain

Decreased brain weight

Reduction in perigonadal and

subcutaneous fat

Reduced somatotropic signaling

Decreased pituitary GH stores

Reduced IGF-1 serum levels

Insulin hypersensitivity

Hemochromatosis

Severe growth retardation

Pre-weaning lethality

Defects in somatotropic axis

Lower serum GH and IGF-1 levels

Failure to thrive

90% died prenatally

Small

Reduced body weight

Reduction in abdominal fat

Abnormal nasal bone that results in deviation of snout

Reduced neuromuscular strength

Reduced forepaw strength

Motor deficit

No anxiety

Abnormal social behavior

Impaired learning and memory

aDu et al.25
bTao et al.27
cBrain-specific Mbd5 conditional knockout.
dCamarena et al.26

Figure 5 MBD5 and ASD-associated genes. MBD5 has molecular
interactions with ASD-associated genes, APC, FMR1, MEF2C, RAI1, TCF4,
and UBE3A. These genes could be functioning together in pathways that
affect phenotypic outcomes in 2q23.1 deletion syndrome and other ASDs.
Green lines represent DNA interactions. Orange lines represent RNA binding
interactions. Purple lines represent co-expression relationships. Red lines
represent protein-binding. Figure was created from data from Gene Mania
(http://www.genemania.org/) and SFARI Gene (https://gene.sfari.org/autdb/
Welcome.do).
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indirectly with KAT2A to mediate other physiological processes in
addition to iron and glucose metabolism is required.

Common pathways shared between MBD5 and other syndromic
ASD-associated genes
A growing theme in autism research purports that despite the genetic
heterogeneity of ASDs, many associated genes converge in intercon-
nected functional pathways.30 These interconnected pathways
when disrupted result in the common phenotypes such as ID, sleep
disturbance, language impairment, seizures, and behaviors present in
many syndromic ASDs. Recently, 2q23.1 deletion syndrome,
SMS (RAI1), and FXS (FMR1) were shown to share common sleep
phenotypes.12 In addition, this study found that MBD5 and RAI1,
along with FMR1, are involved in circadian and mTOR signaling
pathways, both associated with sleep disturbance.12 MBD5 appears to
share molecular relationships with ASD-associated genes, including
protein-binding relationships with FMR1,31 APC,32 and MEF2C32

(Figure 5). Further, based on our co-expression studies, haploinsuffi-
ciency of MBD5 results in dysregulation of other ASD-associated
genes, including UBE3A (AS), RAI1 (SMS), TCF4 (PTHS),
MEF2C (OMIM#613443), and FMR1 (FXS) (Figure 5).33 Network
database analyses utilizing databases such as GeneMANIA (www.
genemania.org) and SFARI Gene (https://gene.sfari.org/) show mole-
cular connections between MBD5 and several ASD associated genes
(Figure 5). The dysregulation of any of these genes can impact pathways
and thus, alter risks for phenotypes affecting sleep, language, and
seizures that are present in 2q23.1 deletion patients. Whether MBD5
directly or indirectly regulates some of these genes remains to be
determined. Identifying common neurobiological pathways will funda-
mentally advance our understanding toward treating the phenotypes
seen in overlapping ASDs through knowledge-based therapeutic
interventions.

CONCLUSIONS

MAND encompasses a group of disorders associated with variation of
MBD5 that may include chromosomal deletions, duplications, dis-
ruptions, or intragenic single nucleotide variation. Haploinsufficiency
of MBD5 results in a complex syndrome of ID, with significant
developmental delays, seizures, and autism spectrum disorder. The
clinical presentation is not entirely distinct from other syndromic ID
or ASDs. Consequently, diagnosis through clinical features can be
difficult and requires consideration and analysis of high-resolution
microarrays and/or targeted sequencing of MBD5. Further, the clinical
features of 2q23.1 duplication syndrome and variants that affect
functions of MBD5 are similar to 2q23.1 deletion syndrome, and
more detailed phenotypic studies are needed to understand fully the
phenotypes associated with 2q23.1 duplication and MBD5 pathogenic
variants. MBD5 is required for proper neuronal function and thus,
could likely be critical for processes such as learning, memory, and
behavior. MBD5 acts as a transcriptional regulator, and proper
regulation of MBD5 gene expression is likely important to the
pathogenesis of ASD. The functional role of MBD5 is still not fully
understood; thus, further studies are required. Strides are being made
in understanding the molecular pathogenesis through mouse models
that successfully recapitulate the clinical syndrome, as well as cell-
based studies to examine molecular networks. Basic research on the
molecular relationship between MBD5 and other ASD-associated
genes is currently being done toward finding the pathways involved
in common phenotypes such as sleep, language, epilepsy, and
behaviors that could be critical for targeted therapeutic interventions.

VARIANT SUBMISSION

Variants submitted to ClinVar (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/?
term=MBD5[gene]): SCV000264470, SCV000264471, SCV000264472,
SCV000264473, SCV000264474, SCV000264475, SCV000264476,
SCV000264477, SCV000264478, SCV000264479, and SCV000264480.
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